
Relationship management is at the center of the Microsoft Dynamics CRM feature. To create a single view
from the customer, users can collect all the touchpoints of the customer such as phone or email contacts,
appointments, exchanging of letters, faxes, etc.

Three full functioning modules are available in Microsoft Dynamics CRM: sales, marketing, and utilities (or
Customer Care). The Platform that can easily create extended CRM applications, known as CRM
applications, is the biggest differentiator. Microsoft Dynamics CRM training in Chennai will provide you
with more information about this technology.

Sales

Choices are always taken before you can even make your order. Sales have to change dramatically to win.
Your sales staff will be more successful at the workplace or on the go through using strategies that are
familiar, simple, and quick to implement. The exceptional access to social data for lead generation and
relationship management is given with Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online, making all customer
conversations more important, valuable, and profitable.

Marketing

During this modern age, vendors need to conveniently schedule, run, and evaluate projects from beginning
to end. Microsoft Dynamics allows your customers to make your marketing strategy come true by the
acceleration of your marketing in one versatile strategy. Minimize your campaign time, increase brand
quality, and enhance your messaging while obtaining deep customer knowledge that helps you plan and
run smoothly. Collaboration with you in your squad and with other agencies ensures you collaborate
better together on brand, material, and activities so that you remain flexible, aligned.

Customer Service

Offering global customer service that results in loyalty Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers a wide variety of
customer experience capabilities and resources for elimination, enhancement, and self-service of
customers to allow them to handle and surpass SLAs. You can have reactive, reliable service anywhere,
anywhere on any platform. Work with your clients on all platforms, deliver on their terms and conditions,
and motivate your employees to respond efficiently to meet today's customer needs.

Certification in Dynamics CRM

FITA Academy is said as the best coaching center in the city with professional trainers to train the students
in Microsoft dynamics training in Chennai. Join in FITA and get placed in a high paid job for a better
future.
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